**KNOCK THREE TIMES** - Irwin Levine/L. Russell Brown
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**Intro:**

Hey girl, what ya doin' down there, dancing alone every night, while I live right above you

If you look out your window tonight, pull in the string with the note that's attached to my heart

I can hear the music playin', I can feel your body swayin'

Read how many times I saw you, how in my silence I a-dored you

One floor below me you don't even know me, I love you

Only in my dreams did that wall between us come a-part

Oh my darlin', knock three times on the ceilin' if you want me

Twice on the pipe if the answer is no

Oh my sweetness (knock, knock, knock) means you'll meet me in the hallway

1. Twice on the pipe means you ain't gonna show (2nd verse)

2. Twice on the pipe means you ain't gonna show
p.2. Knock Three Times

**Instrumental:**

I can hear the music playin', I can feel your body swayin'

One floor below me you don't even know me, I love you

Oh my darlin', knock three times on the ceilin' if you want me

Twice on the pipe if the answer is no

Oh my sweetness (knock, knock, knock) means you'll meet me in the hallway

Twice on the pipe means you ain't gonna show oh, my darling, knock three times!
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Intro:  | F | Bb | C |  |

F
Hey girl, what ya doin' down there, dancing alone every night, while I live right a-bove you
If you look out your window tonight, pull in the string with the note that's attached to my heart

Csus    C                       Csus       C
I can hear the music playin', I can feel your body swayin'
Read how many times I saw you, how in my silence I a-dored you

Cadd9          C                      F
One floor be-low me you don't even know me, I love you
Only in my dreams did that wall between us come a-part

F7             Bb                  F
Oh my darlin', knock three times on the ceilin' if you want me

C               C7                 F
Twice on the pipe if the answer is no

F7             Bb                  F
Oh my sweetness (knock, knock, knock) means you'll meet me in the hallway

C               C7                 F    Bb
1. Twice on the pipe means you ain't gonna show (2nd verse)

C               C7                 F
2. Twice on the pipe means you ain't gonna show

Instrumental:  Gb    Db

Dbsus       Db                       Dbsus       Db
I can hear the music playin', I can feel your body swayin'

Dbadd9       Db                      Gb
One floor be-low me you don't even know me, I love you

Gb7              B                   Gb
Oh my darlin', knock three times on the ceilin' if you want me

Db               Db7                 Gb
Twice on the pipe if the answer is no

Gb7              B                   Gb
Oh my sweetness (knock, knock, knock) means you'll meet me in the hallway

Db               Db7                 Gb    Gb7             B
Twice on the pipe means you ain't gonna show oh, my darling, knock three times!